
MT-8911 Cable Stripper
For Copper Cable

Quick Detail:

1. Place of Origin: Zhejiang, China

2. Brand Name: MELONTEL

3. Model Number: MT-8911

4. Product name: Cable Stripper

5. Application:For Copper Cable

6. Blade material: Metal

7. Handle material: Plastic

8. Size: 197*98*23mm

9. N.W.: 61g

10. Color: Gray

11. Suitable:used for Ø3.2-Ø 9.0mm cable

12. Packing: 1 PCS /blister card
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Description:

Stripping round wire (UTP&STP) or flat wire and multiple transmission line

3.2mm-9.0mm.

The depth of blade can be adjusted freely, which is suitable for most round cables

Rotary blade regulator, is the most advanced stripping tool regulator

The front-end slot has different specifications. The slot can be placed according to the

thickness of the cable

Adjust the rotary table of the cutter head to control the cutting depth of the blade to

avoid accidental damage to the cable.

Instructions:

1.Flat Wire Stripper, by inserting cable between the stripper blades. Squeeze handles,

cable must be keep perpendicular and then pull from the tool. Available for following

cables:

♦ Stranded phone wire 2P, 4P, 6P,8P,10P, etc.

♦ Intercom/Alarm wire/2-Cond. Speaker wire 18-22AWG and SPT-1 Electric wire

2.Round Cable Stripper, by rotating 1-3 times at counterclockwise, and then open the

jaw and remove the outer jacket. Available for following cables:

♦ Round cable: Tough insulation 12-14-16 AWG cable, SPT-2 electric wire.

♦ Assorted solid modular wire: UTP, PT, Data Communication wire and Network

cable.

♦ Multi-Conductor cable: Insulation O.D. 3.2mm to 9.5mm (1/8"-3/8")

♦ Automative/Heavy-duty wire max.8 AWG.

3.Adjusting Bolt control for different cable sizes.
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Features:

1.Applied for lan cable sheath and conductor stripping and cutting

2.Adjustable screw for exact stripping

3.Hardened and tempered carbon steel polished sharp blade

4.Precise tolerances to assure clean and smooth strips and cut

5.Wide cable OD applied from 22AWG to 9.5mm(3/8")

6.Stripping and Cutting for Round cable/Stranded wire/Multi-conductor

cable/Irregular shape cable

Structure:
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More details:

Packing
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